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We describe the phase diagram and thermodynamic properties of a chain of axially-tunnel-coupled
fractional quantum Hall systems realized by rotating a series of optical dipole traps about their
center. We demonstrate not only a experimentally feasible pathway to a state describable as a
Mott-insulator of composite bosons, but also describe the nature of the coherent states at higher
tunnel coupling strength, and identify a series of new superfluid phases with rich behavior. The
phase diagram directly reveals not only characteristic features of the few-body systems, including the
effective mass of composite particle- and hole-like excitations and their interactions, but emergent
properties of the chain also reveal a fundamental mapping between the adiabatic dynamics of two-
dimensional systems governed by particle braiding and the hydrostatic response of the gas in the
conducting phases.
PACS numbers:
Shortly after the discovery of fractional quantum Hall
effects in electronic systems, it was realized certain ther-
modynamic ground states possess excitations with frac-
tionalized mass and statistics. Despite intense efforts,
direct observation of these features has proved elusive
in experiments on electronic systems. Recently, it was
predicted [1–5] that rapidly rotating gases of ultracold
Bosonic atoms exhibit states similar to fractional quan-
tum Hall ground states with emergent topological and
quantum order, and experiments have begun to probe
gases in this regime [6]. The question then arises as to
how one can create and probe excitations in these systems
which may shed light on the structure of the fractional
Hall ground states, or perform other experiments indica-
tive of this novel type of order. In a recent letter[7], some
of us proposed that hole-like excitations in a fractional
Hall state could be created and probed by introducing
impurity atoms of a second atomic species, and that the
pair-correlations of two such excitations reveal fractional-
ized angular momentum as a result of their fractionalized
statistics. Here we consider a second method of interro-
gating fractional Hall effects in cold gases, in which many
such samples are created along a chain of lattice sites,
and coupled together via tunneling. We find that such
systems support novel insulating and superfluid states,
and that an interplay of the conserved quantities, parti-
cle number and angular momentum, arises, affecting the
character and dynamics of quantum and thermal fluc-
tuations, and leading to novel transport properties. We
calculate a mean-field phase diagram and derive effective
field theory to describe this system.
We consider the thermodynamic ground state of the
Hamiltonian Hˆ = HˆΩ + Hˆ|| − µNˆ , where HˆΩ = (1 −
Ω/ω)Lˆ + ηVˆ + Hˆǫ is the on-site hamiltonian for gas
harmonically trapped and rotating at the frequency Ω,
projected onto the lowest-landau-level (LLL), and Hˆ|| =
−t∑m,i(aˆ†i+1,maˆi,m+c.c.) describes tunneling along the
chain. Here, the aˆi,m destroy a particle of angular mo-
mentum m at site i, and obey bosonic commutation re-
lations [aˆi,m, aˆ
†
i′,m′ ] = δi,i′δm,m′ , and all energy scales
are measured relative to the harmonic trap energy ~ω
in the plane of rotation. The chemical potential µ is
introduced to allow variation of the total particle num-
ber Nˆ =
∑
i,m aˆ
†
i,maˆi,m. The total angular momen-
tum Lˆ =
∑
i,mmaˆ
†
i,maˆi,m, and the interaction energy
is assumed to be given by contact interactions, whose
form is given in the supplementary material. Finally,
we include the effect of a small rotating quadrupolar
moment to the local trapping potential through Hˆǫ =∑
m,i ǫ (aˆ
†
i,m+2aˆi,m + c.c.), such that the major and mi-
nor trap frequencies ω± give ǫ = 2(ω+−ω−)/(ω++ω−).
The few-body eigenstates for the Hamiltonian HˆΩ are
calculated by direct diagonalization (DD), similar to the
methods used in references [6, 8]. In figure 2, we show
the lowest eigen-energy of HΩ as a function of Ω for a
number of atoms n ≤ 5. As the rotation rate is in-
creased, the kinetic energy penalty for single atoms to
occupy higher angular momentum eigenstates is reduced,
and interaction begins to mix the non-interacting eigen-
states. As a result, at high Ω, each occupancy enters into
a series of progressively more strongly entangled ground
states of higher angular momentum. Previously, we have
identified the first and last states in this sequence as an
|L = n〉 single-vortex, and |L = n(n − 1)〉 12 -Laughlin
state, respectively, for all particle numbers (for n = 2
these states are equivalent); other states have been tabu-
lated extensively in previous literature, and experiments
have now entered a regime in which individual few-body
samples may be brought with reasonable fidelity into
many of them. The 12 -Laughlin state is a generaliza-
tion of the 1q -Laughlin state known from 2DEGs, whose
wavefunction can be written in complex coordinates as
φL(zi) =
∏
ij(zi − zj)2 exp(−
∑
i |zi|2/2). If the parti-
cle number in the 12 -Laughlin state is made indefinite
through a coherent superposition of such states, it can
be considered as a condensate of composite objects, in
which q quanta of vorticity (or equivalently a dynami-
cal Chern-Simons gauge field as described in the supple-
2FIG. 1: (a) We consider a chain of rotating traps, through
which atoms can tunnel at a rate t along the rotation axis.
At sufficiently high rotation rates Ω, and with (b) sufficiently
strong scattering due to repulsive interactions parameterized
by η, atoms may occupy higher angular momentum eigen-
states mi in the lowest Landau level, forming (c) strongly cor-
related fractional Hall states within in a two-dimensional well
(filling factor ν = 1/2 state is illustrated for n = 4 atoms).
Such states are describable as composite particles bound to
fluid vortices, and we show for moderate t that tunneling be-
tween such states reduces to highly collaborative tunneling
of composites at a renormalized rate t′. (d) Under appro-
priate conditions, a tunnel-coupled chain will form insulating
states of well-defined atom number and FQH filling factor at
each site, and superfluid states formed by local superposi-
tions thereof. Such states possess novel transport properties,
in which particle flow along the chain is described by mo-
tion of composite entities, which for a given axial flow induce
a torsional strain in the background insulator. The linkage
between flow and strain can be described in a chain with
periodic boundary conditions (e) as a topology-preserving in-
sertion (steps i-iii) of motional flux in the presence of intrinsic
flux representing the insulating state.
mentary material) are attached to each particle coordi-
nate prior to condensation. In this letter, we interrogate
whether such a state can be directly created in a chain
of cold-atom FQH systems, and whether its dynamics
are best described by the tunneling of composite bosons
through the chain, or by the motion of bare particles.
We find that not only does the composite language form
a good description, but that relations between emergent
hydrostatic properties (such as compressibility and rota-
tional moment and superfluid density and torsional stiff-
ness) reflect a basic mapping of topology from two spa-
tial plus one time (2+1) dimensions into a static three-
dimensional version (3+0).
We form a mean-field model first by assuming an ap-
proximate Gutzwiller form for the many-body state of
the system |Ψ〉 = ∏j |Ψ〉j with |Ψ〉j = ∑n,f an,f |n, f〉j,
where an,f represents the amplitude of the f
th low-
FIG. 2: The energy spectrum ǫnf for each of these n-body
states (A) is shifted downward proportionate to the chemi-
cal potential µ to form the free energy in a grand-canonical
ensemble. Experimental control over the many-body state
can be exerted through (B) deformation of the rotating trap
(strength ǫ), which couples states of differing angular momen-
tum (proportional to slope dǫnf/dΩ) and introduces avoided
level crossings (highlighted in yellow), or (C) by controlling
the tunneling rate t, producing avoided crossings between
states of differing particle number (expectation value of n
represented by color). Spectra shown here correspond to
η = 0.0054, µ = 0.025~ω, ǫ = 0.002 (in B), t = 0.004~ω
(in C). Spectra in (A) and (B) were produced with DD, and
(C) by minimization of the Gutzwiller form as described in
the text.
est energy-eigenstate |n, f〉j of the n-atom solution to
HˆΩ, localized on site j. Forming the energy 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉,
and minimizing its variation with an,f subject to the
constraint
∑
n,f |an,f |2 = 1, one finds the condition∑
n′f ′ Mnn′
ff ′
an′f ′=Eanf , with
Mnn′
f f ′
= δnn′
f f ′
[ǫn′f ′ −µn′] − 2tδn′,n−1
∑
m
ψmτ
(m)∗
n′,f ′,f + c.c.
Here, the quantity E is a Lagrange multiplier, and ǫnf
represents the energy of the state |n, f〉j due to HˆΩ.
The nonlinearity is represented through the fields ψm =
j〈Ψ|aˆj,m|Ψ〉j , and the quantity τ (m)n,f1,f2 ≡ 〈n, f1|aˆm|n +
1, f2〉 reflects the overlap of two few-body states when a
single particle of angular momentum m is removed, de-
scribing the effectively lower rate of tunneling between
strongly correlated states on neighboring sites. A nu-
meric solution of these equations can be performed by
choosing an arbitrary set of coefficients anf , calculating
the fields ψm, and solving for the lowest eigenvector of
M , iterating until the fields converge [9] - a representa-
3tive sample of field values obtained this way are shown
in figure 3.
In the decoupled limit t = 0, the many-body states
are simultaneous eigenstates of the number operators nˆj
at each site j, and for ǫ = 0, are also eigenstates of an-
gular momentum Lˆj; and thus the ground-state wave-
function is a product state
∏
j |n, L〉j with n and L cho-
sen to minimize the total energy E = Ns(ǫn,L − µn),
reflecting a generalized Mott-insulator state, which we
label as nIν with filling factor ν = n(n − 1)/2L. For
each particle number n, the ground-state crossing se-
quence consists of n − 1 transitions, and thus below the
chemical potential corresponding to nm filling, there are
nm(nm+1)/2 such insulating states which can be reached
through control of Ω and µ. For sufficiently high rota-
tion rates, the few-body ground state for any particle
number n is a ν = 12 (
1
2 -Laughlin) form, with zero in-
teraction energy, and the total energy can be written
as ǫn,L=n(n−1) = (1 − Ω/ω)n(n − 1). The boundaries
between insulators nI1/2 therefore occur at the critical
chemical potentials of µc = 2n~(ω − Ω). Adiabatic evo-
lution or cooling of a sample into these or other insulator
phases by dynamic control of Ω, µ and t provides an ex-
perimental method for producing large numbers of pure
few-body FQH states of definite occupancy and filling
factor.
One might naively guess that the transition at the insu-
lator boundary signifies the onset of superfluidity of com-
posite particles along the length of the chain, forming a
locally coherent state. In fact, if one retains only the low-
est few-body eigenstates just below the centrifugal limit,
a mean-field calculation would support this picture some-
what trivially, as described in reference [9]. However,
retaining the full few-body spectrum for each particle
number, the mean-field calculation presented in figure 3C
does not support this picture beyond sufficiently high t,
nor does it strictly support the picture of the superfluid
phase as a locally coherent state (with a statistical spread
of occupancy
√
n about n) even at intermediate values of
t.
At intermediate t, a superposition of locally correlated
states of different n does develop, but due to the linkage
between the angular momentum and particle number for
the lowest energy FQH states, only two FQH states are
superposed in any given superfluid state. The superfluid
resembles a hard-core Bose gas of composite particles or
holes in the neighboring FQH insulator state, with only
a single nonzero component ψm of the order parameter,
with m = ∆L, the difference in angular momentum of
the superposed few-body states. At such a transition
with ǫ = 0, the bosonic gauge and rotational symmetries
are simultaneously spontaneously broken, as the phase
of the order parameter determines both a measurable su-
perfluid phase and a rotational orientation to the corre-
sponding few-body superposition of angular momentum
eigenstates.
The phase boundary for any n0Iν insulator can be
located semi-analytically by expanding the expectation
FIG. 3: (A-C) Mean-field phase diagrams, showing compo-
nents ψm of the order parameter in color, and zero- and finite-
temperature phase boundaries (joined symbols) at three ro-
tation rates. The dashed red line shows the analytic result
for the zero temperature phase boundary. (A, Ω = 0.929ω)
At low rotation rates, the phase-diagram reduces to that of
the Bose-Hubbard model, exhibiting insulator-to-superfluid
nI∞−SF transitions in the m = 0 channel. (B, Ω = 0.988ω)
As the rotation rate is increased, high-occupancy insulat-
ing regions nIν transition to higher angular momenta and
stronger correlation due to the change in lowest-energy few-
body form. (C, Ω = 0.997ω) Near the centrifugal limit, in-
sulators at all occupancies have transitioned into the ν = 1
2
(Laughlin) form, in which the on-site interaction energy is
zero; at higher t, superfluidity develops as coherent super-
positions of these states. When t is sufficiently large, the
Laughlin-superfluid is destroyed in favor of a more completely
mean-field type state. (D-E) Mean-field ground state proba-
bilities |anf |
2 are shown as a function of tunneling strength t
for two different cuts from (B) and (C). They show two sud-
den changes, first at the insulator boundary, and a second
jump as the FQH-forms are lost at higher t - the latter can be
roughly described by calculation of u in an effective field the-
ory, corresponding to saddle points in the free-energy along a
second component of ψ (points: numeric Gutzwiller ansatz,
solid lines: EFT to fourth order in ψ.)
value of the full many-body hamiltonian to second or-
der in the fields ψm, determining when energy is low-
ered by nonzero fields. Using a mean-field hamiltonian
HˆMF = HˆΩ + Hˆc − µNˆ , where
Hˆc = −2t
∑
n,f,f ′,m
(ψmτ
(m)∗
n,f ′,f |n+ 1, f〉〈n, f ′|+ c.c.)
The energy 〈Hˆ〉 ≈ E0 +
∑
mm′ ψmRmm′ψ∗m′ , where E0
is independent of the ψm and with the matrix R =
8Nst
2(γ − 2tγ2), where
4γmm′ =
∑
f
τ
(m′)∗
n0−1,f,f0
τ
(m)
n0−1,f,f0
ǫn0,f0 − ǫn0−1,f − µ
+
τ
(m′)∗
n0,f0,f
τ
(m)
n0,f0,f
ǫn0,f0 − ǫn0+1,f + µ
The mean-field energy is lowered when the lowest eigen-
value ofR becomes negative, signifying the phase bound-
ary illustrated by the dotted lines in figure 3a-c. At
high Ω and small but nonzero t, the terms contribut-
ing most strongly to γ correspond to ν = 1/2 (Laughlin)
states at particle numbers n0 ± 1; R has an eigenvalue
which first inverts sign for the lower value of t such that
2tα2n0−1/2∓1/2 = 2(n0 − 1/2∓ 1/2)(1− Ω/ω)∓ µ
corresponding to the only nonzero tunneling matrix
elements between ν = 1/2 states τ2nnνν (we calculate us-
ing DD τ2nnνν = 0.707, 0.603, 0.546, 0.508, and note that
this matrix element asymptotes to 1/2 as n increases).
Thus the boundary from the Laughlin-insulator into the
symmetry-broken state has a fixed slope on the µ − t
plane, determined by the structure of the on-site few-
body wavefunction, independent of both rotation rate
and interaction strength η, provided (1 − Ω/ω) ≪ η,
and n is sufficiently large. Analysis of the single-particle
Green’s function (SOM) shows that the longitudinal
masses of particle- and hole-excitations in these insula-
tors are determined by the same parameters as M± =
~2/t|αn|2, and the energetic gap for their creation at the
minimum in their dispersion disappears at these bound-
aries. These conclusions should persist to larger values
of n, provided rotation is brought sufficiently close to
Ω ≈ ω.
We note that within normalization factors, τ
(m)
n,f1,f2
is equivalent to the matrix element in first quantized
form
∫
d2nζd2ζ Φ∗f1(ζ1...ζn)Φf2(ζ1...ζn|ζ)φ∗m(ζ), where
Φf2(ζ1...ζn|ζ) represents the (n + 1)-body state with
one particle coordinate symmetrically chosen and set
equal to the classical coordinate ζ. Carrying out the
sum over m in the chain-coupling Hamiltonian, Hˆc =
−2t ∫ d2ζψ∗(ζ)τˆ (ζ) + c.c., where ψ(ζ) ≡ ∑m ψmφm(ζ),
and τˆ(ζ) =
∑
j δ(ζj−ζ). Thus the total energy is reduced
by creating states of strong overlap between the mean-
field and individual particles, tying dynamics of ψ to the
transverse motion of “coordinate-fixing” excitations in
the local state. For example, the dynamics and adia-
batic manipulation of excitations along the chain in the
nIν insulators and nS
ν
ν superfluids determine the nonzero
elements τ
(m)
nνν such that 〈Hˆc〉 ∝ −2nRe[t˜〈
∫
d2ζ
∏
j(ζj −
ζ)1/νφ∗m(ζ)ψm(ζ)〉], the expectation value of a creation
operator for ν−1 counter-circulating quasi-holes in the
m = n/ν orbital in the |n ν〉 state. More generally, the
operator τˆ therefore appears as a type of fusion opera-
tor, creating a (fractionalized) hole by statistically dis-
tinguishing an individual particle, and in Hˆc, reversibly
transferring weight to the coherent field.
Since the energy to promote the mean-field compo-
nent to a nonzero longitudinal momentum k can be cal-
culated by adiabatically taking t → t˜ ≡ teika, one can
see that equivalently the quasihole wavefunction is taken
to φm(ζ) ∝ ζm → (ζeika/m)m, rotating each quasi-hole
location through an angle ka/m = kaν/n. The corre-
sponding quasi-classical orbit of this excitation is there-
fore screw-like, and includes a component equal to the ge-
ometric phase corresponding to a single orbit of a quasi-
hole center ζ around a closed-loop, which defines its frac-
tionalized charge (or mass)[10]. The longitudinal current
j = 〈∂Hˆc(t→ teiφ)/∂φ|φ=0〉.
In the superfluid phase at high t, the lowest energy few-
body FQH eigenstates are no longer weighted strongly
due to their more even distribution among orbitals m,
and the superfluid phase reflects a more completely
mean-field type state. This is consistent with a picture
in which particles must first pay a chain-localization en-
ergy t before participating in a strongly correlated on-site
state; for modest tunneling strengths the localization en-
ergy penalty is sufficiently low to allow atoms to first
localize to a lattice site and participate in a strongly cor-
related state, but at high t, this kinetic energy cost is too
high, and a delocalized superfluid state is favored.
In the remainder of this letter, we consider novel trans-
port phenomena and properties near criticality through
an effective field theory. For finite temperatures, the free
energy density F/Ns = −kBT lnZ can be constructed
using a coherent-state path integral representation of the
partition function Z =
∫ D[{bim, ψim}]e− ∫ β0 Ldτ , with
β = 1/kBT , and Lagrangian
L =
∑
i
L0i −
∑
i,m
(ψimb
∗
im + ψ
∗
imbim) +
∑
ijm
ψ∗imσ
−1
ij ψjm
t
where the complex numbers bim(τ) label coherent state
amplitudes for themth orbital at site i, and L0i is the site-
decoupled few-body Lagrangian given explicitly in the
supplemental material. We use a generalized Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation [11] to couple the mean-field
components ψim, using the tunneling matrix σij = δi,j±1,
and integrate out the bim(τ) to obtain the partition
function Z = z0
∫ D[{ψim}]e− ∫ β0 Lψdτ . The effective la-
grangian can be expanded in powers of slowly varying
fields ψ = (ψm(z, τ)) and gradients as
Lψ ≈
∫
dz [ψ∗rψ + ψ∗ψ∗uψψ
+ ψ∗k1∂τψ + ∂τψ
∗k2∂τψ + ∂zψ
∗K∂zψ] (1)
where the (matrix) coefficients can be determined from
the microscopic parameters by expanding the field-
dependent portion of the path-integral, yielding expres-
sions detailed in the SOM dependent on the single- and
two-particle Green’s functions confined to a single lat-
tice site. The decoupled few-body partition function
z0 =
∑
nf exp ((µn− ǫnf )/kBT ), and one finds gener-
ally the matrix r (which forms a complex Hessian for the
free energy of the insulator),
5rmm′ = δmm′/2t− z−10
∑
nff ′
τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ (2)
× (e(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
Reaching insulator states in the chain requires temper-
atures and adiabatic manipulation timescales more de-
manding than does producing FQH states in isolated
wells - the finite temperature insulator boundaries are
found by setting the lowest eigenvalue of r to zero as
illustrated in figure 3c, displaying a memory of the insu-
lator boundary structure up to temperatures of 0.5η~/kB
for Ω = 0.997ω, corresponding to ≈ 800pK for physical
parameters consistent with the experiment in ref. [6],
though we note that this scale increases with stronger
interactions and stronger planar confinement. The pa-
rameter u can be extracted from the few-body spectrum
as described in the SOM, and directly probes two-particle
physics - its explicit calculation permits calculation of
critical points in the superfluid phases at higher t, as il-
lustrated by the solid lines in figure 3f, which correspond
to continuous transitions at saddle points along a new
direction of ψ in the free energy introduced by nonzero
fields ψm0 .
The remaining coefficients are most transpar-
ently recovered from symmetries under two global
time-dependent rotation of phases (b and ψ)im →
(b and ψ)ime
imsφs(τ), and corresponding shifts
(µ,Ω)s → (µ,Ω)s + i(−1)s∂φs/∂τ for either s = 0
(bosonic gauge rotation) or s = 1 (physical rotation
about z) with ǫ = 0. Similar to the single-orbital
Bose-Hubbard case kσ = −∂σr/∂µσ, and for ǫ = 0,
k1m′m = (∂rm′m/∂Ω)/m. The parameter k1 is given by
the inverse slope of the phase boundary in the µ−t plane.
Near the centrifugal limit, k1 never vanishes by this
calculation, and thus all transitions to the coherent state
lie in the universality class of a dilute gas, in contrast to
the single-orbital case at low Ω. More insight into the
transition can be found from the single-particle Green’s
function for the chain using a cumulant expansion[12]
in powers of t, similar to the single-orbital case[13, 14],
but with diagrams carrying orbital indices (this can be
performed non-pertubatively in t by summing an infinite
set of diagrams[12, 14]).
Finally, we note a unique feature of superfluidity in
the fractional Hall chain related to interplay of bosonic
gauge and rotational symmetries. Using the expansion 1
above, one can alternately consider the stiffness ∂2F/∂φ2s
of the superfluid to “twists” of either the phase of the or-
der parameter (φ0), or a “torsional” twist (φ1) of the gas
over its physical length or in time. By standard argu-
ments, the increase in free energy from the former can be
used to infer the superfluid density [15], while the latter
defines a torsional stiffness of the chain. The responses
to these two deformations are linked in a manner char-
acteristic of each phase. In the ν = 1/2 superfluid at
occupation n0, for example, the two twists are physically
indistinguishable due to the presence of a single nonzero
component ψm=2n0 , with a superfluid phase twist of φ0
equivalent to a torsional twist of φ1 = φ0/2n0 - with
periodic boundary conditions, such as would occur in a
chain with its ends joined, this connects a discrete frac-
tional twist of the chain about its axis to its quantized
superfluid velocity. This belongs to a family of relations
between transport parameters which can be understood
by finding the change of free energy due to spatial and
temporal gradients of the order parameter phases φs, re-
lating the shifts from time-gradients to chemical poten-
tial and rotation rate, and spatial gradients to superfluid
density and torsional stiffness.
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Supplementary Material
A. Verification of Composite Picture for Few-body
Laughlin States
The single-particle states relevant at high rotation
rates are taken to be angular momentum eigenstates in
the lowest landau level, determined by the single-particle
wavefunctions
φm(ζ) = ζ
me−|ζ|
2/2/
√
πm! (3)
with m the orbital index and ζ = (x + iy)/a0 the com-
plex coordinates in two-dimensions, scaled by the trans-
verse harmonic oscillator length. The third dimension
is assumed frozen-out, remaining in the lowest motional
eigenstate of the potential, which we assume to be har-
monically trapped with an oscillator length aΩ. Contact
interactions are included explicitly using the form
Vˆ =
∑
{m}
V{m}aˆ
†
i,m1
aˆ†i,m2 aˆi,m3 aˆi,m4 (4)
with
V{m} = 2πδ
m3+m4
m1+m2 (m1 +m2)! 2
m1+m2(
∏
i
mi!)
−1/2 (5)
which describes the scattering of particles between angu-
lar momentum orbitals m1...4 in the LLL.
The few-body lagrangian for ǫ = 0 follows from the
hamiltonian as
L0i =
∑
m
db∗im
dτ
bim + ((1 − Ω/ω)m− µ)|bim|2
+
∑
{m}
V{m}b∗im1b∗im2bim3bim4 (6)
B. Zero Temperature Phase Boundaries
The zero-temperature expansion of the ground state
energy can be performed by first calculating the per-
turbed eigen-state
N−1|n0, f0〉 = |n0, f0〉
− 2t
∑
fm
|n0 + 1, f〉
ψmτ
(m)∗
n0,f0,f
ǫn0,f0 − ǫn0+1,f + µ
− 2t
∑
fm
|n0 − 1, f〉
ψ∗mτ
(m)
n0−1,f,f0
ǫn0,f0 − ǫn0−1,f − µ
(7)
where N is a normalization constant. The form of Rmm′
then can be found from the expectation value of the full
many-body hamiltonian.
C. Calculation of Terms in Landau Expansion of
Free Energy
Terms in the Landau expansion of free energy can be
calculated from partial derivatives of the partition func-
tion; the derivatives of order q can be related to the 2q-
point thermal Green’s functions
∏
{m}
(
∂
∂ψm1
)...(
∂
∂ψmq
)(
∂
∂ψ∗m1
)...(
∂
∂ψ∗mq
)Z |{ψm}→0 (8)
The first two terms in the expansion are found to be
Z0 = [
∑
nf
e−(ǫnf−µn)/kBT ]Ns = zNs0 (9)
rmm′ = (
δmm′
2t
− G(1)mm′) (10)
where G(1)mm′ = 〈
∫
b∗m(τ)bm′ (τ
′)dτdτ ′〉 integrates the
single-particle thermal Green’s function on a lattice site,
which we find from the spectral function
ρmm′(ω) = z
−1
0
∑
nn′ff ′
〈nf |aˆm|n′f ′〉〈n′f ′|aˆ†m′ |nf〉(e(ǫn′f′−µn
′)/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )δ(ǫnf − ǫn′f ′ − µ(n− n′)− ω)
= z−10
∑
nff ′
τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′ δ(ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ− ω)× (e(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT ) (11)
7to be
G(1)mm′ = z−10
∑
nff ′
τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ (e
(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
The second-order term in the expansion of the partition function can be expressed as an integral over the two-particle
Green’s function isolated on a site:
u{m} =
∫ β
0
d4 τ G
(2)
{m}(τ1τ2|τ3τ4) (12)
= z−10
∑
{n,f}
∫ β
0
dτ4
∫ β
τ4
dτ3
∫ β
τ3
dτ2
∫ β
τ2
dτ1 e
−βh1
4∏
j=1
〈njfj |αˆσjmj |n(j+1)mod4f(j+1)mod4〉e(hj−h(j+1)mod4)τj (13)
where for brevity hi = (ǫnifi − µni), and the αˆσ = aˆ or aˆ† according to the σi, which are permuted over pairs
of creation and annhilation operators. To reduce the computational burden, the ni, fi states are chosen to match
“rings” of 4-tuples of nonzero elements τ
(m)
nf1f2
and τ
(m)∗
nf1f2
found in the few-body spectrum for each set of indices
{m} = (m1...m4).
In order to determine the universality classes of transitions, the expansion must also include spatial and temporal
gradients in the ψm, for which we expand ψm(z, τ) ≈ ψm+z∂ψm/∂z+τ∂ψm/∂τ . The remaining terms in the Landau
expansion of the lagrangian can be found using symmetry under gauge rotation.
k1mm′ = −∂rmm
′
∂µ
= z−10
∑
nff ′
τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
(ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ)2 × (e
(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT ) (14)
− τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ × (
−n− 1
kBT
e(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT +
n
kBT
e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
k2mm′ = −∂
2rmm′
∂µ2
= z−10
∑
nff ′
−2τ (m)nff ′τ (m
′)∗
nff ′
(ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ)3 × (e
(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT − e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
+
2τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
(ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ)2 × (
−(n+ 1)
kBT
e(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT +
n
kBT
e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
+
τ
(m)
nff ′τ
(m′)∗
nff ′
ǫnf − ǫn+1,f ′ + µ × ((
n+ 1
kBT
)2e(ǫn+1,f′−µ(n+1))/kBT + (
n
kBT
)2e(ǫnf−µn)/kBT )
A cumulant expansion can also be used to determine
the single particle Green’s function - expressing the de-
coupled (on-site) Green’s function at site i diagrammat-
ically as
G01m′m(ωs)=
m,ωsm′, ωs
i
where the indices m,m′ represent orbitals, and the mat-
subara frequency is labeled as ωs. Explicitly, the on-site
Green’s function is assembled from the few-body solu-
tions as
G01m′m(ωs) =
∑
nff ′
(
τm∗n−1,ff ′τ
m′
n−1,ff ′
ǫnf − ǫn−1,f ′ − µ+ iωs −
τm∗n,ff ′τ
m′
n,ff ′
ǫn+1f ′ − ǫnf − µ+ iωs )e
(µn−ǫnf)β (15)
One can build a series expansion for the coupled system in powers of t as a sum over connected diagrams of the form
8G1m′m;i′,i(ωs) =
∑
{jℓ},{mℓ} m,ωs m
′, ωs
i
+
m,ωs m1, ωs m′, ωs
i i′
+
m,ωs m1, ωs m2, ωs m′, ωs
i j i′
+ ...
The summation over internal sites jℓ is most easily per-
formed in some type of reciprocal space; for reasons
which will become clear below, it is illustrative to first
perform a j-dependent gauge transformation correspond-
ing to a weak twist of frame or bosonic gauge, changing
both the underlying basis states φjm → φjmeijmsφs and
tσjk → tjkm = teidjkm
sφsσjk with djk = ±δj,k±1. One
can transform to a fourier-basis φkmm =
∑
j e
ikmjdφjm,
which for the nearest-neighbor coupling yields a disper-
sion relation tkm = t cos(kmd−msφs) with d the lattice
period, and km the momentum in the m
th orbital in the
limit φs = 0. Associating a factor of tkm with each hop-
ping line and performing the sum,
G1m′m(k, ωs) =
G01m′m + G
0
1m′m1tkm1G
0
1m1m + ...
= G01
∞∑
n=0
gn = G01 (Q
−1Γ˜Q) (16)
where gm′m = tkm′G
0
1m′m = (Q
−1ΓQ)m′m is an eigen-
value decomposition with eigenvalues Γm, and the matrix
Γ˜m′m = δm′m/(1−Γm). The representation of G1 can be
converted through the expansion G1(χ
′, χ) ≡ Tr(φ˜ G1)
using the matrix φ˜m′m = φ˜
∗
m′(χ
′)φ˜m(χ) formed from
basis states in various representations χ, for example
with χ = (p, pz) and φs = 0, one has φ˜m(p, pz) =
pmδ(pz − ~km)/π2m/2. Permuting the trace,
G1(χ
′, χ) = Tr[(Q φ˜G01Q
−1) Γ˜] (17)
=
1
t
Tr[(q−12 φq2q
−1
1 Γ0q1)Γ˜]
where the subscript 0 indicates setting the k = (km) = 0,
the unitary matrices q1 = Q0Q
−1 and q2 = SQ
−1, with
φ˜ = S−1φS the eigenvalue decomposition of φ˜.
In the cylindrically symmetric limit ǫ = 0, the matrices
Q,Q0 and q1 reduce to the identity, and q2 = S, reducing
the calculation of the Green’s function to
G1(χ
′, χ) =
1
t
Tr[φ(SΓ0Γ˜S
−1)] (18)
Poles in the Green’s function, once analytically con-
tinued to real time, describe various excitations. In the
decoupled limit, all such excitations have a finite ener-
getic penalty. Once tunnel coupling is introduced, each
excitation can delocalize, and the energy as determined
by the corresponding pole of G1 becomes dependent on
the longitudinal momenta k = (km); determining the
minimum in energy as a function of k yields the gap,
and the lowest order expansion coefficient of δk2 away
from this point in the pole frequency allows for deter-
mination of the mass of the excitation. Presumably at
some value of t, the mode becomes gapless; the first such
mode to become gapless determines the location of the
phase boundary, reproducing the condition on the matrix
r given in the main text, and defining the lowest energy
excitations near the phase boundary.
At low temperature, for ǫ = 0, and µ and Ω chosen
to place the equilibrium thermodynamic ground state in
the n0Iν0 insulating phase, the dynamical single-particle
Green’s function for an isolated well reduces to
G01,m′m ≈ −i(
τm∗n0−1,ν0ν−τ
m′
n0−1,ν0ν−
ǫn0ν0 − ǫn0−1,ν− − µ+ ω + iη
− τ
m∗
n0,ν0ν+τ
m′
n0,ν0ν+
ǫn0+1ν+ − ǫn0ν0 − µ+ ω + iη
) (19)
where ν± refer to filling factors of the neighboring par-
ticle number states of lowest thermodynamic potential,
representing particle- and hole-like excitations in the
insulator. The matrix elements τ
m−
n0−1,ν0ν−
= 〈n0 −
1, ν−|aˆm− |n0, ν0〉 6= 0 only for m− = n0(n0 − 1)/2ν0 −
(n0 − 1)(n0 − 2)/2ν− and τm+n0,ν0ν+ = 〈n0, ν0|aˆm+ |n0 +
1, ν+〉 6= 0 only form+ = n0(n0+1)/2ν+−n0(n0−1)/2ν0
by conservation of angular momentum. For the general
case m+ 6= m−, and thus the two terms in the sum con-
tribute two relevant eigenvalues Γm± , but for the special
case m+ = m− = m0, such as occurs at low rotation
rates in all n0I∞ insulators, only a single eigenvalue Γm0
is relevant.
The Green’s function G1m′m in the tunnel-coupled
case then exhibits two poles, either from the two terms
in Γm0 or each term Γm± , defining two low-energy ex-
citations dependent on a single km0 or two km± re-
spectively. Choosing the most compact representation
of G1 through χ = (ℓz, pz), the eigenvalues φm′m =
δ(pz−~km)δ(ℓz−m~), and S is the identity. Performing
the sums over values of m and km, we find the dispersion
from the condition 1 − Γm = 0 for cases in which poles
reside in different orbitals m± as
ω± = µ∓ (ǫn0±1,ν± − ǫn0,ν0)
∓ t|τ ℓz/~n0−(1∓1)/2,ν0ν± |2 cos (pzd/~− (ℓz/~)sφs)
≈ ∆± + ~
2
2M±
(pz − pz,0)2 (20)
9where ∆± represent the particle/hole gaps at the minima
in the dispersion located at pz,0, and the M± represent
the effective masses. The gaps vanish along a line in the
µ− t plane governed by
± µ− (ǫn0±1,ν± − ǫn0,ν0)
= −t|τ ℓz/~n0−(1∓1)/2,ν0ν± |2 (21)
while the masses
M± = ~
2/t|τ ℓz/~n0−(1∓1)/2,ν0ν± |2 (22)
show the effect of correlations in slowing the tunneling
processes, but never vanish for finite t.
The vanishing of a gap ∆± (in any reference frame de-
termined by the φs) is sufficient to predict the location of
all phase boundaries separating neighboring nI1/2 insula-
tors from coherent phases, but it is clear from its general
form that it cannot predict the location of curved phase
boundaries, such as occur for the nI∞ phases (whose
poles inhabit the same orbital m0 = 0 and thus escape
the form above), nor other transitions, such as illustrated
in figure 3 of the main text for the region between 4I3/4
and 3I1/2, nor the tip of the 2I1/2 phase.
Moreover, in no instance do the gap and the mass
vanish at the same point, invariant of Galilean and/or
statically twisted reference frames. In the single-orbital
Bose-Hubbard model, such a case does arise at the tri-
critical point, and this fact can easily be recovered from
the multi-orbital case described here by considering cases
where two poles reside in the same orbital m0, wherein
the particle and hole excitations hybridize according to
equation 19 to create the modified dispersions
ω
(c)
± = ω± ± (ω+ − ω−)[
√
1− h2 − 1] (23)
where ω± are the particle/hole energies found above for
the uncoupled case, and
h2 =
4t2|τ ℓz/~n0,ν0ν+ |2|τ ℓz/~n0−1,ν0ν− |2
(ω+ − ω−)2 cos
2(pzd/~− (ℓz/~)sφs)
D. Beyond Mean-Local-Field Contributions
The summations above do not contain all contribut-
ing processes to the single-particle Green’s function; for
example, terms such as
m,ωs
m,ωs
m′, ωs
m,ωs
i
also contribute. In higher dimensions, such diagrams can
be argued to contribute negligibly [14] to extensive quan-
tities, but in one dimension their exclusion is less trivial,
and for the single-orbital Bose Hubbard model strong de-
viations in the phase boundary shapes are seen between
quantum-monte-carlo and mean-field calculations simi-
lar to those used above. We leave the evaluation of these
terms to future work.
E. Free-Energy of the Insulating States
To obtain corrections to the ground state energy in the
insulator phases due to tunneling, one must calculate the
free energy F = −(logZ)/β, which requires a sum over
all connected vacuum diagrams; to lowest order in t, this
is due to the single virtual hopping process
−2βF (2) =
m1, τ1
m2, τ2
j k = β
∑
jk
∫ β
0
dτTr[G˜01(τ)G˜
0
1(−τ)]
(24)
However, since such processes clearly are insensitive to
Pierels-phases implementing a spatial twist, we can see
that they cannot contribute to any torsional stiffness in
the insulating phases, even once taken into the quantum
limit. Thus the appearance of torsional stiffness only
concurrent with the development of superfluidity is a fea-
ture expected to persist beyond the classical mean-field
description.
F. Thermodynamic Relations and Transport
The free energy can be expanded using the fields ψm
which minimize the action given by the lagrangian in the
main text as
β∆F =
∑
m′ms
∂φs
∂τ
(ims)ei(m
s−m′s)φs |ψm′ |k1m′m|ψm|
+
∑
m′ms
(
∂φs
∂z
)2(m′m)s|ψm′ |Km′m|ψm|
+
∑
m′ms
(
∂φs
∂τ
)2(m′m)s|ψm′ |k2m′m|ψm|
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At the same time, the free energy can be related to
changes in chemical potential and rotation rate as
∆F ≈
∑
s
(∂F/∂χs)∆χs + (∂
2F/∂χs
2)∆χ2s/2 (25)
with χ = (µ,Ω). The changes ∆χs can be related to
temporal gradients of the twist angles ∂φs/∂τ using the
symmetries under gauge and rotational transforms, and
thus each prefactor in the expansion 25 can be tied to
a derivative of the free energy. Since the particle and
angular momentum density are ρ = −∂F/∂µ and ℓz =
∂F/∂Ω respectively, and the compressibility and moment
of inertia κ = ∂2F/∂µ2 and I = ∂2F/∂Ω2, we have the
following relations for physical parameters
ρ = −∂F0
∂µ
−
∑
m′m
1
~
|ψm′ |k1m′m|ψm| (26)
ℓ =
∂F0
∂Ω
+
∑
m′m
m
~
ei(m−m
′)φ1 |ψm′ |k1m′m|ψm| (27)
κ =
∑
m′m
|ψm′ |k2m′m|ψm| (28)
I =
∑
m′m
|ψm′ |m′k2m′mm|ψm| (29)
For a spatially varying phase with constant gradient,
φs = 2πz/L, the change in free energy for s = 0 defines a
superfluid density ρs through ∆F = ~
2∆φ20ρs/2M , and
for s = 1 defines a torsional stiffness through ∆F =
S∆φ21/2. One has then also
ρs =
∑
m′m
1
~
|ψm′ |Km′m|ψm| (30)
S =
∑
m′m
|ψm′ |m′Km′mm|ψm| (31)
G. Topological Interpretation
The time-evolution described by the path-integral in
the main text obtained by setting all ψim = ψm can
be described by self-consistent evolution of a single two-
dimensional system in the presence of a statically defined
ψ. This leads to a picture of time-evolution in the insulat-
ing phases which is (neglecting fluctuations) equivalent to
that of an interacting two-dimensional system, in which
the domain of the path-integral can be broken into classes
of homotopically-equivalent paths. The same separation
of paths can be made in the coherent case. However, since
the homotopy groups are a function of the configuration
space of the few-body system, we first analyze how this
space changes for the cases ψ = 0 and ψ 6= 0. We find
that while in the insulator phases paths can be described
by the standard braid group, the weakly coherent case
leads to a entirely different first homotopy group.
The mapping pφ : (ζ, z) → (ζeiφz/L) of the chain co-
ordinates (ζ, z) onto to the base space (ζ) is continuous
and surjective, such that the chain represents a covering
space of the on-site coordinates, and each site a sheet of
its base space. In this case, p0 represents a specific cov-
ering map, whose fiber connecting neighborhoods on-site
as seen embedded in R3 is straight. If periodic bound-
ary conditions are imposed on the chain, the twist of any
given fiber over the chain becomes discretized by an in-
teger number of revolutions over its length L.
Any path in coordinates ζ can be homotopically lifted
to discrete paths in the chain, and the first homotopy
(fundamental) group π1(B) describing equivalent paths
within the base space B can be related to that of the
covering space, the latter a subgroup p∗(π1(B)) of the
former. For a single particle, whether in two or higher di-
mensions d, this fact is trivial, as the fundamental group
of the simply connected C or Rd is simply the identity.
1. Path Integral Formulation for Isolated Two-Dimensional
Systems and the Insulating Phases
For a multiparticle system, the decomposition of
the mean-field ψ in the coordinates (ζ, z), however,
based on a dynamical mapping from the original sym-
metrized multiparticle coordinate configuration space
B′n ≡ (ζi=1...n) = (Cn − D)/Sn, formed by n factors
of the complex plane with all points D removed where
any two particle coordinates coincide, properly sym-
metrized (glued) by forming the quotient with the sym-
metric group Sn[16, 17]. Closed paths in this space corre-
spond to trajectories in any few-body path integral sim-
ilar to that described by Z in the main text, which can
be divided into (homotopy) classes of paths which can
be smoothly deformed into one another [16]. The funda-
mental group π1(B
′
n) describing equivalent loops in this
space is isomorphic to the n−particle braid group Bn
generated by the operations σi, clockwise exchanging the
particles i and i+ 1. The only relations restricting these
operations (the presentation of the braid group) are
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 (32)
σiσj 6=i±1 = σj 6=i±1σi
and the group has the one-dimensional unitary represen-
tations χ(σi) = e
−iθ, with 0 ≤ θ < 2π, extrapolating
continuously from bose (θ = 0) to fermi (θ = π) statis-
tics. As described in Ref. [17], any propagator K for a
fixed number n particles between initial and final points
q and q′ in B′n, can be expressed as a sum over paths in
each equivalence class:
K(q′, τ ′|q, τ) = (33)∑
Υǫπ1(B′n)
χ(Υ)
∫
q(τ)ǫΥ
D[q(τ)]ei
∫
τ′
τ
L[q(τ)]dτ
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Here χ(Υ) is a phase-factor characterizing each equiva-
lence class Υ, which to satisfy composition rules of path
integration must form a one dimensional unitary repre-
sentation of π1(B
′
n). Equivalently [17], the phase factors
can be absorbed into the path integral by recognizing
that
χ(Υ) = e−i
θ
π
∫
dτ ∂τ (
∑
i<j
∠ζij(τ)) (34)
with ∠ζij the orientation of the relative coordinate be-
tween particles i and j in the plane, and the member of
the braid group Υ specified by any representative path
q(τ) = {ζi(τ)} in the class. Absorbing these into K,
they take the form of an additive total time-derivative of
the statistical gauge generator Λ ≡ (θ/π)∑i<j ∠ζij(τ),
resulting in the alternate expression for propagators
K(q′, τ ′|q, τ) =
∫
D[q(τ)]ei
∫
τ′
τ
(L−∂τΛ)dτ (35)
Following ref. [17], it is also possible to consider this path
integral in the universal covering space B˜′n of B
′
n, with fi-
nal points q′ lifted onto separate sheets. This exploits the
isomorphism between the fundamental group π1(B
′
n) and
the deck transformation group of the mapping from B˜′n to
B′n to introduce a monodromy action. In this picture, the
propagation of an initial wavefunction Φ(q, τ) described
by K leads to a multivalued final wavefunction Φ(q′, τ ′),
with values corresponding to each sheet projected back
onto the original configuration space B′n.
This formulation effectively describes a statistical
gauge transformation of the few-body wavefunction Φ→
eiΛΦ leading to the definition of a dynamical gauge field
α(ζi) ≡ (∂Reζi + i∂Imζi)Λ (36)
experienced by each particle arising from its statistical
interaction with all others. In second-quantized form, the
gauge field can equivalently be expressed as a solution of
the equation
∂ζrαi − ∂ζiαr =
θ
π
ρ(ζ) (37)
where the subscripts r, i denote the real and imaginary
components, and ρ is the density, expressing the com-
position of flux and particles. Using the continuity
equations for particle currents [18], the time derivative
∂τα = −(θ/π)(ji + ijr), with j representing particle cur-
rent. These equations of motion correspond to an action
of the Chern-Simons form
Lα = (π/2θ)(~α · ∇ × ~α)− ~α ·~j (38)
where ~α = (α0,Reα, Imα) is a generalization of α above
including a time-component α0 as a Lagrange multiplier
to enforce condition 37, and ~j = (ρ, jr , ji). The full sys-
tem is then described by L0 = Lα + Lm, where Lm can
be found from L0 by the substitution ~A → ~A + ~α, with
~A the original vector potential,
Lm = bˆ†(ζ)(i~∂τ −A0 − α0)bˆ(ζ) (39)
−bˆ†(ζ) 1
2m
(−i~∂ζ −A− α)2bˆ(ζ)
−bˆ†(ζ)[m
2
(ω2 − Ω2)|ζ|2 − µ]bˆ(ζ)
Under the choice ~α = − ~A, representing a statistical
gauge transform under which the new particles experi-
ence no net gauge potential, we see that the number of
external flux attached per particle is ν = b/n = (π/θ) -
with the condition θ = 2π, ν = 1/2 and Lm represents a
field-free interacting Bose gas.
Before concluding, we note a intuitive picture of the ac-
tion Sα =
∫
d2ζdτ Lα, obtained by gluing the endpoints
of the path integral trajectories q and q′ to visualize the
space as isomorphic to a solid torus. Integrated over this
volume, the action can be expressed as an abelian Chern-
Simons three-form Sα ∝
∫
α∧dα - this form is similar to
that discussed in the context of hydrodynamic helicity in
three-dimensional fluids [12] and plasmas, with ~α playing
the role of a velocity field in three spatial dimensions. In
these cases, the integration over the three-form forms an
integer topological invariant h = κiκj
∑
ij Θij+κ
2
j
∑
j Ξj
related to the number of links Θij and self-links Ξj of in-
dividual vortex lines i, j with winding numbers κi,j .
2. Path Integral Formulation for Weakly-Coupled
Two-Dimensional Systems
Incorporation of the mean-field based on the coupling
Hamiltonian Hˆc, and determination of its hydrodynamic
properties as described in the main text breaks this pro-
cess into two topological steps. In the first, described by
the elements τ(ζ), the n + 1-particle states are coupled
to the n-particle states through a (covering) mapping of
the underlying manifold from B′n+1 to B
′
n, resulting in
alternately the matrix elements τ (m) between states, or
their representation as a complex function τ(ζ) defined
on a simpler manifold T. Once τ is determined, self-
consistent solution with ψ results in a local mean-field
model. Finally, lifting this local (two-dimensional) sys-
tem into the larger space including the chain coordinate
z allows for determination of the response of the system
to slow spatial and temporal variation of ψ(ζ, z). Iden-
tifying the form of the manifold T and the function τ
self-consistently with ψ then forms a full solution to the
hydrodynamical problem.
The mean field can be incorporated by introducing the
field ψ(ζ) through a modified lagrangian density accord-
ing to a spatially continuous representation of the same
Hubbard-Stravantovich transform used above to obtain
the finite temperature phase diagram numerically,
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L[{ψi, bi}] =
∑
i
L0[bi] +
∑
i
Lψ [ψi, bi] +
∑
ij
L(c)ψ [ψi, ψj ]
with
Lψ[ψi, bi] = −b†i (ζ)ψi(ζ)− bi(ζ)ψ∗i (ζ) (40)
L(c)ψ [ψi, ψj ] = ψi(ζ)(t σij)−1ψ∗j (ζ)
As above, integrating over all values of ψi(ζ, τ),
Z =
∫
D[{ψi(ζ, τ), bi(ζ, τ)}] e−S (41)
with the action
S[{ψi(ζ, τ), bi(ζ, τ)}] =
∑
i
∫ β
0
dτd2ζ L[{ψi, bi}] (42)
recovers the full microscopic model and therefore is an
exact representation of the original problem in the form
of a coherent state path integral with continuous fields.
In order to connect to the picture based on the
few-body first-quantized propagator above, and un-
derstand how a statistical gauge field or fields may
be introduced in the coherent phase, it is help-
ful to convert the coherent state path integral into
a sum over paths in first-quantized form. To
do so, we break the action integral into infinites-
imal time steps, replace the coherent fields with
φi(ζ, τ) = 〈{ψj(ζ, τ), φj(ζ, τ)}|φˆi|{ψj(ζ, τ), φj(ζ, τ)}〉,
with |{ψj(ζ, τ), φj(ζ, τ)}〉 the coherent state, in which
the dynamical auxiliary field ψ has been added to the
state label. Since the path integral 41 is formally
equivalent to one in which the auxiliary field is repre-
sented by an operator ψˆi with eigenvalues and states
ψˆi|{ψj(ζ, τ), φj(ζ, τ)}〉 = ψi(ζ, τ)|{ψj(ζ, τ), φj(ζ, τ)}〉,
we treat both fields identically.
We then expand the path in intermediate states at all
times τ using the identity
I =
∑
n
∑
(nb,nψ)
∫
d2n[{ζ, ζ¯}]
| ζ1...ζnb , ζ¯1...ζ¯nψ 〉〈ζ1...ζnb , ζ¯1...ζ¯nψ |
where the second sum is restricted such that nb +
nψ = n. The states |ζ1...ζnb , ζ¯1...ζ¯nψ 〉 represent Bose-
symmetrized, spatially localized states of definite num-
bers nb with coordinates ζ1...nb(τ) and nψ with coordi-
nates ζ¯1...nψ(τ).
The nψ quanta are introduced here only as a means
for calculation of the path integral above - while they can
loosely be interpreted as particles with a longitudinal de-
pendence to their wave function with a distinguishable
form to that represented by the bˆi, there is no need to
make this association as the problem is fully defined by
the choice of action in 42. Without further additions to
the action, namely topological terms which modify ex-
change processes, it is clear one must choose the commu-
tators [bˆi(ζ), bˆ
†
j(ζ
′)] = [ψˆi(ζ), ψˆ
†
j (ζ
′)] = δijδ(ζ − ζ′) and
[bˆi(ζ), ψˆ
†
j (ζ
′)] = 0.
While the nψ quanta are defined here formally through
the Hubbard-Stravantovich using the auxiliary coherent
states ψ, they are reminiscent of the introduction of nψ
“worms” in quantum Monte Carlo algorithms [19]. In
the latter, the introduction of one or more such entities
through “cuts” of existing or insertions of new world-
lines and subsequent movement and joining of their end-
points can connect topologically distinct multi-particle
trajectories contributing to the partition function. Before
re-joining endpoints, the trajectories obtained through
a single cut/insert and endpoint manipulation represent
contributions to the single-particle Green’s function, and
the inclusion of nψ > 1 such operations represent con-
tributions to higher-order Green’s functions. Given the
role of the single-particle Green’s function G
(0)
1 in deter-
mining the position of the first phase boundary for fixed
chemical potential and increasing tunneling, there is in-
spiration to consider the classification of its contributing
terms according to their topological properties.
To that end, we consider the configuration space of the
states |ζ1...ζnb , ζ¯1...ζ¯nψ 〉. Addition of a fixed, transversely
localized field ψ(ζ) 6= 0 punctures the complex base space
for each quanta of nψ at one additional point P, and alters
the homotopy classes from π1(B
′
n) to π1(B
′′
n[Pnψ ]), where
B
′′
n[Ps] ≡
(C− Ps)n − D
Sn
(43)
are new configuration spaces in which s punctures are
placed in the complex-plane for each particle.
For s = 1, π1(B
′′
n[P1]) is isomorphic to the circular
braid group CBn of n-braidings on an annulus, whose
generators σci wind the i
th and (i + 1)th particles as be-
fore, and γc cyclically permutes the particles around the
puncture [20]. In addition to the relations of Eq. 32 ap-
plied to the σci , for this group
γ−1c σ
c
i γc = σ
c
i+1 (44)
it is possible to understand this group in a slightly differ-
ent way - CBn has also previously been noted[20, 21] to be
isomorphic to Dn+1, a finite index (n+1-coset) subgroup
of the n+ 1-particle braid group Bn+1, in which a single
strand of the original configuration is required to end on
its original position [21]. One can thereby alternatively
view this as making one particle of the n + 1-particle
path integral statistically distinguishable such that its
beginning and end points are fixed - indeed, under the
application of the operator τˆ(ζ), any state of n+ 1 par-
ticles is projected in this way to an n−particle state.
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This reflects the fact that the longitudinal delocalization
of a single quanta along the chain effectively identifies
a single particle from the few-body system. From this
connection it is clear the homotopic classes of the (weak)
mean-field case can correspond to neither braid group Bn
nor Bn+1. A unitary one dimensional representation of
CBn can be found by expanding the mapping χ to admit
χ(γc) = e
−iθ0 , with 0 ≤ θ0 < 2π. This permits tracking
windings of particle trajectories about each other and the
auxiliary field separately according to any representative
path q1(τ) = {ζ1(τ)...ζnb (τ), ζ¯1(τ)} ǫΥ1 (similar to the
case above) as
χ(Υ1) = e
1
iπ
∫
dτ ∂τ (θ
∑
i<j ∠ζij+
1
2 θ0
∑
i ∠(ζi−ζ)) (45)
The right-hand side can be seen as a new homotopic in-
variant corresponding either to self-linkages and cross-
linkages between the ζ and ζ¯ trajectories, or as self-
linkages and windings within a thickened toroidal surface.
Setting
Λ =
θ
π
∑
i<j
∠ζij +
θ0
2π
∑
i
∠(ζi − ζ¯1) (46)
and absorbing the phase factors χ(Υ) into the path inte-
gral, a new auxiliary statistical gauge-field emerges as
β = (∂ζ¯1,r + i∂ζ¯1,i)Λ (47)
Equivalently, α and β can be calculated in second-
quantization as
∂ζrαi − ∂ζiαr =
θ
π
ρ(ζ) +
θ0
2π
ρs(ζ) (48)
∂ζrβi − ∂ζiβr =
θ0
2π
ρ(ζ)
It will be helpful for reasons which are later apparent to
separate α = α1 + α2 into two components
∂ζrα1i − ∂ζiα1r =
θ
π
ρ(ζ) (49)
∂ζrα2i − ∂ζiα2r =
θ0
2π
ρs(ζ)
representing the attachment of α1-flux to particles with
density ρ and α2-flux to the coherent field ρs = |ψ|2, in
quanta determined by θ and θ0. Only the α potentials
contribute to the effective vector potential seen by parti-
cles, while the β potential affects the coherent field, and
should be included in any ascribed canonical momenta -
since it couples to the particle density ρ, it represents an
interaction between the coherent field and the few-body
structure. Differentiating the above, applying continuity
∂τρ = −(∂ζrjr + ∂ζiji),
∂τα1 = − θ
π
(ji + ijr) (50)
∂τβ = − θ0
2π
(ji + ijr)
within additive constants. Equations 48-50 can be ob-
tained by minimizing action due to the Lagrangian
L = Lα1 + Lβ + Lm (51)
with
Lβ = ( π
θ0
)~β · (∇× ~β)− ~β ·~j (52)
Lα1 = (
π
2θ
) ~α1 · (∇× ~α1)− ~α1 ·~j
in notation similar to the case for α above. In producing
50 from 49, it is necessary to make use of Stoke’s theorem,
treating 49 as the z-component of the curl of a three
dimensional vector lying in the plane of ζ. The equivalent
expression for α2 is more subtle, if one were to insist
here that ψ allow for axial variation ψ(ζ, z), the time
rate of change of coherent density ∂τρs can involve axial
currents, and the continuity equation
∂τρs = −~∇ · ~js (53)
must be formed from the divergence of a true three-
dimensional current ~js. Instead, we will make a slowly-
varying approximation for the longitudinal coordinate,
first treating continuity for ρs without the axial com-
ponent to understand the lagrangian for a homogeneous
mean-field case, then proceeding by generalizing that re-
sult for axial variation. In this case, the contribution to
the Lagrangian due to α2 is
Lα2 = (
π
θ0
) ~α2 · (∇× ~α2)− ~α2 · ~js (54)
in similar notation.
The values of θ and θ0 have as yet not been chosen, and
are in some sense arbitrary choices of statistical gauge.
The ground-state wave-function of the few-body system
in the centrifugal limit is simplest under the choice θ = 2π
when ρs = 0, as this leads to “condensation” of com-
posites according to the 12 -Laughlin form. For ρs 6= 0,
however both θ and the angle θ0 must be chosen. For a
single distinguishable trajectory as described here, this
is tantamount to finding the ground state and adiabatic
dynamics of a single immersed impurity atom with identi-
cal characteristics (mass and interaction strengths) to the
host atom. As discussed previously [7], near the centrifu-
gal limit this state closely resembles a 1/2−quasihole,
leading to the natural choice of θ0 = 2π for those param-
eters. It is illuminating to consider the effect of adiabat-
ically moving the coordinate ζ in ψ(ζ) through a closed
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loop in the plane. Under such a process, it is well-known
that the full many-body wave-function may accumulate
a geometric phase independent of the rate of change of
ζ - in the case of a single quasi-hole in a filling factor
ν state, this corresponds to the Aharanov-Bohm phase
accumulated by a single fractionally-charged object in
the external magnetic field. For more general values of
Ω, η, and µ, the geometric phase may be different or may
not exist. Nevertheless, it is clear that many-body wave-
function need not be a single-valued function of ζ, with
the domain of ζ taken to be the complex plane.
